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ELCOME TO THE 2004-05
edition of Australia’s
Tropical Rainforests World

Heritage Magazine. About 80,000
copies of the magazine are distributed
to residents and visitors to the World
Heritage Area, from Townsville to
Cooktown. 
The magazine is packed with stories
about the animals, plants and people
that live in and around Australia’s
Tropical Rainforests. These forests
were placed on the World Heritage list
in recognition of their importance as
the oldest continually surviving tropical
rainforests on earth. 

Management of the World Heritage Area is the
responsibility of the Wet Tropics Management
Authority, a Cairns-based agency funded by the
Queensland and Australian Governments.

Opinions expressed in the magazine are not
necessarily those of the Authority and, while every
effort has been made to check the accuracy of
articles, the Authority can not accept responsibility
for any errors and omissions.

Any comments are welcome. Send them to:

The Editor
Deanna Belbin
Australia’s Tropical Rainforests 
World Heritage Magazine
PO Box 2050 Cairns Qld Australia 4870

Ph: (07) 4052 0555  Fax (07) 4031 1364

Email Deanna.Belbin@epa.qld.gov.au

Tel: 07 4052 0531
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Stamp out phytophthora!

The Wet Tropics
Management
Authority has

produced an information
leaflet to help combat
the risk of spread of
Phytophthora cinnamomi
in the World Heritage
Area. Phytophthora is
a micro-organism that
has caused small
patches of forest
dieback in the Wet Tropics.
The micro-organism destroys the plant’s fine root
system by stopping water intake, eventually killing
the plant. It has the capacity to seriously damage
plant species susceptible to dieback in the Area.
Hygiene measures employed by recreational and
commercial users of the World Heritage Area as
well as guidelines for land managers and
contractors, are mentioned in the brochure to help
reduce the risk of spread.

by Ellen Weber

> Contact
If you’d like a brochure contact your nearest Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service office or the
Authority on (07) 4052 0531 or email deanna.belbin@epa.qld.gov.au.

Protecting the Daintree
The Daintree is one of the most visited

destinations within the Wet Tropics World
Heritage Area. A trip to Cape Tribulation

features on the itinerary of most visitors to Tropical
North Queensland. 

The Area is a ‘must-see’ for many because of its
scenic beauty and serenity. The Daintree also has
exceptionally rich biodiversity. The area has the
greatest concentration of families of primitive
flowering plants (angiosperms) on earth. It is critical
habitat for numerous unique plant species and rare
animals such as the southern cassowary, Bennett’s
tree-kangaroo and spotted-tailed quoll. As a major
tourism destination, nature based tourism in the
Daintree adds $400 million annually to the regional
economy, generating employment and income for
tour operators, accommodation houses and a
multitude of indirect beneficiaries.

Before it was listed as World Heritage in 1988, a
decision was made to allow subdivision of part of
the Daintree area. Out of some 1,100 residential
allotments ranging between one and five hectares,
approximately 40% are now settled as residential
blocks. Continued development has the potential
to destroy the high natural values of the Daintree
and the attractiveness of the area as a major
tourism destination. 

Voluntary land acquisition
Back in 1996, the Queensland and Australian
Governments funded the Daintree Rescue Program
with $23 million provided over four years. Of this,
50% was for land acquisition and the rest was used
for visitor infrastructure, revegetation projects and
establishing Cooperative Management Agreements
(CMAs). 

In 2002 the Wet Tropics Ministerial Council
provided $1 million seed funding to the Australian
Rainforest Foundation (ARF), through the
Authority, to undertake voluntary land acquisition.
The ARF program aims to leave land in private
ownership of responsible landholders, operating
under Conservation Covenants. 

In the meantime, the Douglas Shire Council (DSC)
has prepared a new draft Planning Scheme which
has the potential to substantially protect the area
from further development. 

More recently the Queensland Government
announced as part of its electoral platform that it
will provide $5 million on a dollar for dollar basis
with the DSC towards protecting the special
values of the Daintree over the next three years.
A Daintree Planning Group has been formed and
endorsed by the Wet Tropics Ministerial Council
to coordinate the efforts of the three tiers of
government in ensuring a sustainable future for
the Daintree.

RAINFOR

BELOW: The Daintree
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The Wet Tropics World Heritage Area has a
special place in the hearts of our regional
community, being central to our sense of

place and identity. Its spectacular scenery provides a
backdrop for our urban and rural lifestyles with
many of us relishing opportunities to experience the
beauty and grandeur of its rainforests, mountains,
rivers, waterfalls and wildlife. The Area contains
some of the richest biodiversity in Australia and a
host of endemic plant and animal species.

The Wet Tropics Conservation Strategy outlines
actions to achieve the conservation,
rehabilitation and transmission to future
generations of the Wet Tropics World Heritage
Area. The comprehensive strategy demonstrates
the need for more efficient use of existing
resources. The long term integrity of the Area
will depend on cooperative management and
the willingness of local governments,
landholders, Aboriginal Traditional Owners and

the broader community to offer their expertise
and participate in conservation and
rehabilitation measures.

> Contact
If you’d like a copy of the Wet Tropics
Conservation Strategy, email
campbell.clarke@epa.qld.gov.au or phone the
Authority on (07) 4052 0555.

Wet Tropics Conservation Strategy

Aboriginal
Rainforest Council

endorsed

Increased involvement of Traditional Owners
in World Heritage Area management has
been formalised with the endorsement of an

Aboriginal Rainforest Council.  

Over 150 representatives from the 19 Rainforest
Aboriginal Traditional Owner tribal groups met
at a workshop in mid 2004 to endorse the
Aboriginal Rainforest Council and sign off on
the proposed Wet Tropics Regional Agreement.

The Aboriginal Rainforest Council will broadly
represent the views of all Wet Tropics rainforest
tribal groups in dealings with government
agencies in World Heritage Area management.

Co-chair of the Aboriginal Negotiating Team,
Allison Halliday, said endorsement of the
Agreement means a better deal for Rainforest
Aboriginal people in managing the World
Heritage Area. A number of protocols will spell
out how Rainforest Aboriginal people will be
involved in management activities.

“The establishment and resourcing of the new
statutory Aboriginal Rainforest Council will be
a key outcome of the Wet Tropics Regional
Agreement, and will greatly enhance the
participation and involvement of Rainforest
Aboriginal people in the management of the
World Heritage Area,” she said.

Recognition of the Wet Tropics World Heritage
Area’s cultural values through listing on the
new National Heritage List, and improved
participation in decision making with an
additional Wet Tropics Management Authority
Aboriginal board director are further proposed
outcomes of the Agreement.

World
Heritage
twinning
In April 2004 the Wet Tropics Management

Authority hosted 12 representatives from the
Lorentz World Heritage Area in Papua,

Indonesia. Staff from the Authority, the Australian
Tropical Forest Institute (ATFI) and the Rainforest
Cooperative Research Centre (Rainforest CRC)
spent three weeks training delegates in planning and
management techniques used by the Wet Tropics
Management Authority. 

As part of a project funded by AusAid, training was
commissioned by the Australian Government
Department of Environment and Heritage. This was
an exciting opportunity for the Authority to offer its
experience in World Heritage management to assist
other countries in the Asia-Pacific region to manage
their World Heritage Areas. 

Workshops focussed on involving local
communities in planning and management,
strengthening local government planning capacity
and achieving sustainable economic benefits from
the World Heritage Area.

Following the intensive training it is hoped a formal
‘twinning’ relationship will be established between
the two World Heritage areas, fostering long term
opportunities for management support and
exchange of expertise and ideas.

Taskforce established
One of several outcomes of this World Heritage
training exercise was the establishment of a taskforce
and preparation of a work plan to deliver the next
stage of the AusAid-funded project – a strategic
framework to guide the development of a
management plan for Lorentz World Heritage Area.

The taskforce is made up of community and local
government representatives from Papua, the
Indonesian Governement and three World Heritage
advisors from the Authority and ATFI. 

The Authority and ATFI advisors visited Papua 
in June 2004 to deliver the last phase of the 
AusAid project.

About Lorentz 
Lorentz is located in Papua and was inscribed on the
World Heritage list in 1999. Located at the meeting
point of two colliding continental plates, it is the
largest protected area in Southeast Asia at 2.5
million hectares. Lorentz is the only protected area
in the world which continuously traverses from
snow cap to tropical marine environment, and
includes extensive lowland wetlands. 

Lorentz and the Wet Tropics World Heritage Area
share a common ancestry having once been part of
the super continent ‘Gondwana.’  Many similar plants
and animals can be found in the two World Heritage
Areas including cassowaries and tree-kangaroos.

EST IN REVIEW
RIGHT: cassowary

ABOVE: Bennett’s tree-kangaroo
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In the beginning
The Wet Tropics is an eroded remnant of an

ancient ‘upland’ formed about 100 million years ago
when the eastern side of the Australian continental
plate surged upwards creating a mountainous
escarpment. Uplands are defined by habitats at
altitudes above 600m. The dramatic relief of
rainforest-clad mountains is due to erosion of

thousands of metres of less resistant rock, exposing
granite outcrops. The isolation of these granite
peaks distinguishes the Wet Tropics from other
tropical rainforest regions where the high altitude

environments are relatively recent. The Wet
Tropics World Heritage Area has the

oldest, continually surviving tropical
rainforests on earth.

Before the continental plate
surged upwards, most of the

Wet Tropics as we know it
today was underwater and
formed an area known as
the Hodgkinson Basin.
The only existing
escarpments were those

at the southern end of the Area around the Paluma
Range region. The Chillagoe region 150km to the
west was the original coastline, evident by limestone
caves and fossils of early marine life found there.

The Wet Tropics World Heritage Area is some of
the most rugged topography in Australia. It extends
along the coast for about 450km between Cooktown
in the north and Townsville in the south. It covers
approximately 900,000 hectares of tropical forests.
If we flattened out the Wet Tropics to include the
surface area of the many mountains and gorges, the
total area would be much larger. 

Bartle Frere (1622m) is the highest mountain in
Queensland with Bellender Ker coming a close
second at 1592m. Rainfall recorded at the peak of
Bellenden Ker is amongst the highest in the world.
It receives an annual rainfall of 8000mm (8m) and
has recorded 1140mm in 24 hours, one of the
highest rainfall intensities on the planet.

The mist shrouded mountains of the Wet Tropics tower above us like guardians of
an ancient era. Blanketed in lush, green rainforest, they wait patiently as the
millennia pass. Enjoyed by countless residents and visitors to the Area, the peaks
give us a sense of freedom as they extend across the horizon. As you travel through
the Wet Tropics use this map to identify the main peaks. Featured here are the
mountain ranges from Cardwell to Cooktown.

44

BELOW: Typical uplands -
Cardwell Range

by Deanna Belbin
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A unique area
The mysterious Black Mountain, near

Cooktown, gets its name from the dark colour of its
granite boulders. The boulders are covered in three
different species of blue-green algae and because of
the absence of soil, the algae has flourished. The
mountain has a species of frog, skink and rock
wallaby found nowhere else in the world. The colour
of Black Mountain is a stark contrast to the
surrounding geology and is considered an anomaly
in the region. 

Rich in diversity
The Wet Tropics has the greatest diversity of

animal species on the Australian continent, and is
described as one of the ‘megadiverse’ regions in the
world. Wet Tropics mountaintops are important
places for biodiversity and are islands of refuge for
species that have evolved independently from their
relatives found in lower lying areas.

As the Australian continent became hotter and
drier, some species evolved to live in drier habitats,
others died out or confined themselves to the
mountaintops that ensured their survival. There are
56 recorded plant and animal species that are
restricted to Wet Tropics mountain peaks. Some
upland plant and animals may be found in lower
areas that have high annual mean rainfall and
frequent cloud cover, where mountains and ridges
drop steeply to the sea. 

There are four ‘biodiversity hotspots’ with the
highest levels of endemic species in the World
Heritage Area. They are the Carbine Tablelands
including Mt Lewis and Mt Spurgeon, the Thornton
uplands which includes the Thornton Range, Mt
Bartle Frere and the Thornton lowlands between
the Daintree River and Cape Tribulation. About
74% of tree species found in these areas are also
endemic. An endemic species is found nowhere else
in the world.

Although geographically, Bellenden Ker Range
and Mt Bartle Frere are not that far apart, species-
wise they are quite different. Plants and animals on
each mountain have evolved separately from each
other because of the low-lying saddle separating
them. Hilltop species could not survive in the
lowlands and evolved in isolation.

Birds
Eight species of birds are restricted to the cool,

wet upland rainforests. The golden bowerbird is
one of them. It is the smallest of the bowerbirds
measuring 25cm and has been recorded above
680m between the Thornton and Herberton
Ranges. The male builds a spectacular ‘bower’ to
attract females, consisting of two tall towers of
sticks around two saplings. It decorates the bower
for most of the year with flowers and mosses. 

Mammals
Two mammal species are particularly restricted

to the uplands. The masked white-tailed rat
(formerly known as the Thornton Peak melomys) is
the only rat endemic to the Wet Tropics. It is
commonly found above 550m on Thornton Peak,
Mt Carbine, Mt Lewis and Lamins Hill. The
Atherton antechinus lives in the cool wet rainforests
above 600m between the Lamb and Cardwell
Ranges. It forages on the forest floor feeding on
insects and other vertebrates, some as large as itself.

The lemuroid ringtail possum lives only in
upland forests and is quite common between 900m
and 1200m from Mt Spurgeon on the Mount
Carbine Tableland to the Cardwell Range. It is
reluctant to come to the ground and prefers to leap
between branches. Other possums use their tail to
swing but the lemuroid jumps like a glider. 
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BELOW: Lemuroid possum

LEFT: Lichen
covered rocks
beside upland
stream

RIGHT: Golden
bowerbird
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ABOVE:Black Mountain
National Park
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Reptiles and nursery frogs
The Bellenden Ker frog, Bartle Frere skink and

Thornton Peak skink get their names from the high
mountain summits which are their homes. The tiny
Thornton Peak skink is only 3.5cm long and is shiny
brown to dark brown with a small pointed snout and
a long tail. It only occurs in a few areas on Thornton

Range and comes out to feed at dusk on
leaf-litter insects.

Nursery frogs are predominantly found
in Wet Tropics mountaintops and are part
of a group of frogs known as Microhylids
which means ‘tiny tree frogs.’ They are
called nursery frogs because they do not
bear tadpoples but lay a small clutch of
eggs under tree bark, rocks or leaf litter.
The eggs are coated with an anti-fungal

agent to help them survive in a wet environment.
The tadpole grows inside the egg and hatches when
it completes its metamorphisis.

Insects
Many species of insects are also restricted to

specific mountaintop ecosystems. Bark bugs living
above 500m feast on juices from fungi living on
rotting wood. The species Drakiessa glaebula is found
around the southern edge of the Atherton
Tableland, from Bellenden Ker to near Ravenshoe.
The flightless leafhopper Myerslopella spinata is only
found on the eastern edge of the Carbine Tableland,
west of Mossman. 

Plants
Mountaintops can be harsh environments. Most

summit areas are exposed to the elements, have

shallow soil and consist predominantly of rock.
Many plants have evolved to adapt to these harsh
conditions. Banksias and orchids grow on some
granite mountaintops while the Rhododendron lochica
that is found in the Wet Tropics is the only species
in this plant group that is native to Australia. The
rhododendron is an epiphyte that grows in the
treetops on various mountains throughout the area,
it has also been known to grow on boulders on the
ground. Because of its bright pink bell-shaped
flowers, the plant is popular with horticulturalists.

While most people are familiar with the blue
quandong (Elaeocarpus angustifolios) found
throughout the Wet Tropics, many would not be
familiar with its close relative, the rusty carabeen or
Aceratium ferrugineum. This plant is restricted to the
Black Mountain, Mt Spurgeon and Mt Lewis areas.
Its dainty, ornamental bell shaped flowers look like a
row of dancers in pink skirts.

Climate change
Global climate change has the potential to

threaten many ecosystems and exacerbate existing
threats. Many species of animals and plants that live
in elevated areas may not be able to cope with even
the smallest fluctuations in climate. It is impossible
for these species to move any higher to escape rising
temperatures. 

Green ringtail possums are very sensitive to
changes in temperature above 30 degrees celcius
and research has shown that the possums become
extremely stressed in higher than average
temperatures. Increased temperatures are also
harmful to the primary diet of possums and tree-

ABOVE: Rhododendron
lochica

BELOW:
Mountain 

nursery frog

Green ringtail possum
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LEFT: Aceratium ferrugineum
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kangaroos – leaves. Trees growing in a
high carbon dioxide environment (due to global
warming) produce less protein and more toxicity in
their leaves. Food may be less nutritious and the
mammals may not be able to digest leaves with high
amounts of toxins.

Stripping in the mountains
When clouds gently settle on mountain peaks,

high altitude forests are engulfed in a mist of haze.
Although this cloud activity has been occurring for
many years, we are only starting to measure its
importance.

Moisture in clouds drifting through the rainforest
is captured on leaves and trunks and stored, then
slowly released by forests in the dry season. Called
‘cloud stripping’ or ‘cloud harvesting,’ research
suggests the process can add as much as 40% more
water to total rainfall figures. 

Rainforest CRC researchers from CSIRO
Atherton are the first to accurately measure the
amount of water collected by leaves and branches as
clouds pass through the canopy and the amounts
released by rainforests at different altitudes through
transpiration.

Researchers have found that these high altitude
forests use very little water compared to lower lying
forests. Cloud cover leads to reduced sunlight, low
productivity and reduced evaporations caused by
high humidity. Trees in these forests are often short
and twisted with small, tough leaves. Their trunks
and branches are covered in mosses and lichens.

To measure moisture obtained by cloud stripping,
collars are fixed onto trees to collect ‘stemflow’

(water running down
trunks). Troughs are placed
beneath the canopy to
collect ‘throughfall’
(moisture falling to the ground).
The amount of water collected is then compared to
rainfall collected in a standard rain gauge over the
same period of time.  

It’s thought that cloud stripping during the dry
season is essential to the survival of high altitude
animals like the lemuroid ringtail possum and the
mountain nursery frog by providing much needed

moisture in times of need. Emerging research has
shown that cloud stripping could add billions of
litres of additional water to river systems, affecting
water levels from mountain streams to low lying
rivers.

Climate change may have an adverse effect on
these cloud forests. Predicted increases in
temperature from as little as one to two degrees
celcius would cause the cloud base to rise to higher
altitudes. This would mean the high altitude forests
would not be able to supplement rainfall with cloud
stripping and up to 70,000 hectares of forest could
be affected. This would have a major impact 
on stream flows, plants and animals.

The Wet Tropics has 10 of the highest
mountains in Queensland. Here they are
ranked in order of altitude:

1. Bartle Frere 1622m
2. Bellenden Ker centre peak 1561m
3. Bartle Frere North Peak 1530m
4. Bartle Frere North West Peak 1480m
5. Bellenden Ker North Peak 1451m
6. Atherton Tableland 

un-named peak 1440m
7. Devils Thumb 1417m
8. Mt Fisher 1379m
9. Thornton Peak 1374m
10. Mt Windsor Tableland 1372m

RIGHT: Atherton antechinus
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Photographer: Mike Trenerry



We hope you enjoy visiting the World Heritage Area.
We recommend this guide be used together with a regular road map.

Southern Wet Tropics N

(QPWS: Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service)

Tully Gorge (Lower)
The 42km scenic drive through lower Tully Gorge begins at

the town and offers camping, lookouts, walkways to the river
and whitewater rafting. QPWS Cardwell � (07) 4066 8601

Mission Beach Visitor Centre
The Wet Tropics Visitor Centre at Mission Beach is run by

local volunteers from environment and tourism groups.
� (07) 4068 7197 or � (07) 4068 7099 

• Licuala Forest
350m children’s walk, 1.3km rainforest circuit & 7.8km

rainforest walk from the Tully-Mission Beach Road to Lacey
Creek. QPWS Innisfail � (07) 4061 5900

• Lacey Creek
Look out for cassowaries on this 1.2km rainforest walking

track off the Mission Beach - El Arish Road. QPWS Innisfail 
� (07) 4061 5900

• Clump Point
A 2.5km circuit track winds through rainforest at Bingil Bay

to a spectacular lookout on Bicton Hill. QPWS Innisfail 
� (07) 4061 5900

Hull River Aboriginal Settlement
Interpretive Display
Built as a memorial to the Aboriginal settlement and those

who lost their lives there during the cyclone in 1918. On the
corner of Kennedy Esplanade and Butterfly Park at South
Mission Beach (take the South Mission Beach Road).

Palmerston Highway
Named after bushman Christie Palmerston, this scenic

rainforest highway between Innisfail and the Atherton
Tableland gives access to short walks, waterfalls, picnic spots
and camping. QPWS Palmerston � (07) 4064 5115 

Josephine Falls
Queensland’s highest mountains, Bellenden Ker and Bartle Frere,

loom above this popular picnic area. Short track to falls.A rough
trail leads to the summit of Mt Bartle Frere (1622m) for fit, exp-
erienced walkers only. QPWS Josephine Falls � (07) 4067 6304

Babinda Boulders
The Boulders, 7km from Babinda, has a reputation for

claiming the lives of unwary visitors. Locals put this down to an
Aboriginal legend, but it could be a combination of fast water,
slippery boulders and careless behaviour.

Goldsborough Valley 
This is a popular place for families and school groups to

have a barbecue and enjoy a swim in the hot summer months.
Camping sites are also available. Goldsborough is an hour’s
drive south-west of Cairns.The road is unsuitable for caravans.
QPWS � (07) 4056 2597

Lake Morris
Beautiful artificial lake surrounded by rainforest in the hills

20km from Cairns. Kiosk and picnic area open daily from 8am,
gates close at 6pm. Great views, no swimming.
� (07) 4055 7414

Crystal Cascades
Enjoy a picnic at this municipal park and swim in the clear

waters of Freshwater Creek, 24km from Cairns. Secure your
valuables. � (07) 4044 3044

Skyrail Cableway 
Treetop view of the rainforest from a cableway over Barron

Gorge to Kuranda, with stops at lookouts and information
centre. Make it a round trip with the historic Kuranda train.
Admission charge. � (07) 4038 1555

Lake Placid
Lake Placid is a municipal park on the Barron River beside

the Barron Gorge National Park, 12km from Cairns. Day use
facilities, restaurant and kiosk. � (07) 4044 3044

The Gateway Discovery Centre
Features interpretive and interactive displays and is the only

accredited visitor information centre in Cairns. In the heart of
Cairns on The Esplanade. Open 7 days a week 8.30am to
6.30pm � (07) 4051 3588.
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11Townsville
There is a small Wet Tropics display at the visitor

centre at Stuart on the city’s southern approach. It is
staffed by volunteers daily from 9am to 5pm.
� (07) 4778 3555

Paluma
This mountaintop village is a great weekend retreat.

There is camping at Big Crystal Creek at the base of
the range or Lake Paluma (bookings essential
www.nqwater.com.au) 12km past the village.Walking
tracks range from 600m to 2km. QPWS
� (07) 4777 2822 or NQ Water � (07) 4726 0000

Frosty Mango
This popular tourist rest stop between Ingham and

Townsville has Wet Tropics displays on local birds.
� (07) 4770 8184

Jourama Falls
Cascading falls over salmon-coloured granite make

this a favoured camping and picnic area among locals.
A 1.5 km track leads to falls.
QPWS Jourama � (07) 4777 3112

Hinchinbrook Visitor Centre, Ingham
Volunteers staff the centre on the corner of the

Bruce Highway and Ingham’s main street from Mon-
Fri 8.45am to 5pm, weekends 9am to 2pm and most
public holidays. � (07) 4776 5211

Wallaman Falls
Wallaman Falls is the largest single drop waterfall in

Australia, tumbling 305m to a large pool.The falls are
51km west of Ingham, 18km of which is unsealed road.
No open fires. For directions, road conditions and
bookings contact QPWS Ingham � (07) 4777 2822

Broadwater
Day use and camping area, 45km west of Ingham, an

hour’s drive from the highway.
QPWS Ingham � (07) 4777 2822

Five Mile Creek 
This is a great place to take a break from behind

the wheel, just 200m from the Bruce Highway on the
southern outskirts of Cardwell.
QPWS Cardwell � (07) 4766 8779

Rainforest and Reef Centre, Cardwell
Visit the centre in the main street near the jetty to

make bookings for Hinchinbrook and other coastal
islands, and for Wet Tropics information.
QPWS Cardwell � (07) 4066 8601

Hinchinbrook Island
Hinchinbrook borders two World Heritage areas -

the Wet Tropics and Great Barrier Reef. Ferries leave
the mainland at Cardwell and Lucinda.Thorsborne Trail
is a four-day hike, numbers are limited so bookings are
required. QPWS Cardwell � (07) 4066 8601

Edmund Kennedy National Park
Mangrove walk through diverse coastal park.

Explorer Edmund Kennedy travelled through here
during his 1848 expedition to Cape York.
QPWS Cardwell � (07) 4066 8601

Blencoe Falls Drive
The 207km drive from Kennedy to Mt Garnet

features coastal views, Blencoe Falls and north
Queensland cattle country.The road is unsealed and
caravans are not recommended. Make sure you and
your vehicle are prepared.
QPWS Cardwell � (07) 4066 8601

Murray Falls
Excellent camping facilities in the foothills of the

Kirrama Range between Cardwell and Tully.The 20m
falls is one of the prettiest in north Queensland.
QPWS Cardwell � (07) 4066 8601
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NOTE: this symbol indicates that disabled toilets are
available. It does not indicate that tracks are
accessible to wheelchairs.

There are 17 visitor centres scattered
throughout north Queensland, offering a
wide variety of displays and information. A
new symbol has been introduced for
centres which focus on visitor information.
These centres must meet professional
standards of facilities, staff, information and
displays before they can display the
symbol. As you travel around the region,
look for the in the towns below and
ask the friendly volunteers about their
favourite things to do in the area!
Cooktown (07) 4069 6004
Atherton (07) 4091 4222
Kuranda (07) 4093 9311
Babinda (07) 4067 1008
Innisfail (07) 4061 7422
Malanda (07) 4096 6957
Mareeba (07) 4092 5674
Mission Beach (07) 4068 7099
Ravenshoe (07) 4097 7700
Cairns (07) 4051 3588
Tully (07) 4068 2288
Ingham (07) 4776 5211
Townsville city (07) 4778 3555
Townsville south (07) 4721 3660
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One of the reasons the Wet Tropics was listed as 
a World Heritage Area is its spectacular scenery. 

Here are some spots you shouldn’t miss...

Northern RegionTablelands Region
Kuranda Visitor Information Centre
Centenary Park, Kuranda. Open 7 days a week from 10am to
4pm. � (07) 4093 9311

Barron Falls
The Barron River drops dramatically from the Tablelands to the
coast on the outskirts of Kuranda. QPWS Cairns 
� (07) 4053 4533

Davies Creek
Swimming pools and stunning waterfalls surrounded by
eucalypt forests.The 6km unsealed road can be rough. Bring

charcoal for the fireplaces. Camping fees apply. Past the national
park is restricted access. QPWS Cairns � (07) 4053 4533

Danbulla Forest Drive
A 30km drive around Lake Tinaroo between the dam wall and
Gillies Highway. Numerous day use areas, walks and camping sites.
QPWS Atherton � (07) 4091 1844

Lake Barrine
Visit the giant Kauri trees at the beginning of the 5.1km circuit
walk near this crater lake, or take a boat cruise across the water.
Wet Tropics displays at the kiosk. QPWS � (07) 4095 3768

Hasties Swamp
Nyleta Bird Hide at Hastie’s Swamp near Atherton has a bird
list of over 220 species. Bird numbers peak between July and
Sept. QPWS Lake Eacham � (07) 4095 3768 or Birds Australia

North Qld � (07) 4096 8230

Curtain Fig Tree
This is one of the best-known tourist attractions on the
Atherton Tableland, 3 km from Yungaburra.The fig tree has a

curtain of aerial roots which drop 15 metres to the ground.
QPWS Atherton � (07) 4091 1844

Lake Eacham
Similar to Lake Barrine, this is a lake in an extinct volcanic crater.
Wet Tropics volunteers often lead guided walks on weekends.

700m self-guided walk from the picnic area or 3km circuit walk.
QPWS � (07) 4095 3768 

Malanda Environmental Centre
This volunteer-run centre at Malanda Falls takes visitors on a
journey of discovery. Learn how the Tablelands was formed

and how animals, plants and people have survived and adapted.
Several short walks. � (07) 4096 6957 

Mt Hypipamee (The Crater)
Look out over this geological curiosity caused by a build-up of
underground gases. Easy walking track leads to picturesque

Dinner Falls at the headwaters of the Barron River.
QPWS Lake Eacham � (07) 4095 3768

Waterfall Circuit 
Don’t miss this short drive which takes in Millaa Millaa, Zillie
and Elinjaa waterfalls.The circuit begins on the outskirts of

Millaa Millaa township and loops around to finish 2km away.
� (07) 4096 6957

Ravenshoe Visitor Centre
Volunteers staff the centre from 9am to 4pm daily. Other
local attractions include a steam train on weekends & public

holidays & markets every fourth Sunday of the month.
� (07) 4097 7700

Millstream Falls
Spilling over a basalt lava flow, these falls are the widest in
Australia. Open eucalypt forest is dominated by stringybarks,

bloodwoods and ironbarks. Bottlebrushes border the creek.
QPWS Gulf Savannah � (07) 4097 6721, Lake Eacham 
� (07) 4095 3768

Tully Gorge (Upper)
A lookout 25km from Ravenshoe provides awe-inspiring views of
the deep gorge below.Walking track leads to more views.
QPWS Lake Eacham � (07) 4095 3768

Koombooloomba Dam
This artificial lake supplies Kareeya Power Station. Popular
among campers and canoeists. QPWS Atherton 
� (07) 4091 1844
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11 Captain Cook Highway
Scenic drive from Cairns to Mossman. Great views

and beaches. Historic Bump Track hike from Mowbray
Valley. Camping only at commercial campgrounds at
Ellis Beach, Port Douglas and Mossman.

Rainforest Habitat Wildlife Sanctuary 
A leader in wildlife exhibits, this award-winning

wildlife sanctuary provides a chance to observe up
close a large range of flora and fauna. Guided tours
and displays.Admission charge. �(07) 4099 3235

Mossman Gorge
A short track leads to Mossman River or take your

time and explore the rainforest along a 2.4km walking
track.A grassy area for picnics for day use only.
QPWS Mossman �(07) 4098 2188

Daintree Ferry Crossing & Village
Located 36km north of Mossman, the 21-car ferry

operates from 6am to midnight seven days a week.
The Daintree village 10km upriver has art and craft
shops, coffee shops, timber museum and river cruises.

Daintree Discovery Centre
Previously Daintree Rainforest Environmental

Centre.This privately owned visitor centre 11km
north of the Daintree ferry on Tulip Oak Road
features a canopy boardwalk and tower, theatres,
interactive computers and experienced guides.
Admission charge. � (07) 4098 9171

Jindalba
700m boardwalk winds around a fern-edged creek.

There are some stairs on the walk. Look out for
cassowaries. Picnic tables and toilets near the car park.
QPWS � (07) 4098 2188

Thornton Beach & Noah Beach
Thornton Beach day use area and kiosk is 25km north

of the Daintree ferry.Another 5km north is Marrdja
boardwalk through rainforest and mangroves. 1.5 km north
of Marrdja is the Noah Beach national park campground,
closed during extremely wet weather. Beware of marine
stingers Oct-May. QPWS Cape Trib � (07) 4098 0052

‘Bat House’ Environment Centre
Operated by the Australian Tropical Research

Foundation, this volunteer-run visitor facility at Cape
Tribulation has information on rainforest, reef and
alternative technology. Open 10.30am to 3.30pm.
Admission charge. �(07) 4098 0063

Cape Tribulation
Visit the Dubuji visitor area featuring 1.2km boardwalk

through rare rainforest growing on sand.Access to
beach here or via nearby mangrove boardwalk.
Additional carpark and viewing platform at Kulki, 2km
north. QPWS Cape Trib �(07) 4098 0052

Black Mountain
Giant piles of black granite boulders 30km from

Cooktown have been the subject of Aboriginal legends
and European stories for many years.
QPWS Cooktown �(07) 4069 5777

Keating’s Lagoon
A boardwalk and walking track built by local Gungarde

Aboriginal rangers follows the edge of this important
bird sanctuary 5km from Cooktown.A bird hide provides
a perfect spot for watching magpie geese, black ducks
and brolgas. QPWS Cooktown �(07) 4069 5777

Mount Cook National Park 
A 2km walking track passes through diverse vegetation

communities to the top of Mount Cook.The walk takes
about 90 minutes to the top. For group walks with an
Aboriginal guide, phone Gungarde Community Centre on
�(07) 4069 5412. QPWS Cooktown �(07) 4069 5777

Nature’s Powerhouse, Cooktown 
Nestled in bushland in Cooktown’s historic Botanic

Gardens this centre features wildlife displays and
botanical art. $2 admission. Open 9am to 5pm with cafe
open from 10am-4pm 7 days a week. �(07) 4069 6004
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Barron Gorge
by Steve Caught

With the lovely winter weather returning
once again, why not pack up some lunch
and spend a day in the Barron Gorge

National Park.

Many readers are probably unaware that a piece 
of land was donated to the National Parks a
couple of years ago and a magnificent picnic 
area has been developed on the land, which
allows access to some of the most beautiful 
tracks in the park.

The picnic area is located at Speewah, about 8km
from Kuranda on the Kennedy Highway. It is well
signposted from the highway. The Speewah
Trailhead is the entry point to the Djina Wu Track
which links the Smith and Douglas Tracks. It takes
you through some spectacular rainforest, crossing
several creeks and boardwalks. 

There is a relatively easy 6.5km circuit track and
more extensive walks to Stoney Creek Falls and a
stand of huge Kauri Trees. 

Barron Gorge Walking Track Guides are available at
National Park Offices and the Kuranda Visitor
Information Centre. 

Discover the
Daintree
After 15 years of getting their tongues around

Daintree Rainforest Environmental Centre,
the Directors, Pam and Ron Birkett have

decided to change the name to The Daintree
Discovery Centre. 

Along with the name change came some exciting
new innovations. A fantastic aerial walkway and
spacious new entrance building and coffee shop,
and a new Cassowary Circuit and Bush Tucker
Trail were officially opened in late 2003. 

The Discovery Centre is a Wet Tropics Visitor
Centre. It has Advanced NEAP accreditation. 

And with the addition of its new facilities, especially
the Aerial Walkway, it is setting a new bench-mark
for ecotourism in far north Queensland. 

Along with the 23m high Canopy Tower the
Aerial Walkway allows visitors unprecedented
access to all levels of the rainforest and the new
coffee shop provides stunning views over
McLean’s Creek. 

Gateway Discovery Centre
51 The Esplanade
Open 8.30am to 6.30pm, 7 days a week.
Ph: (07) 4051 3588
www.tropicalaustralia.com.au

Ecotourism Australia has released its Eco
Certification program. The program is a
revision of the Nature and Ecotourism

Accreditation Program (NEAP) and has achieved
accreditation with the ATAA (Australian Tourism
Accreditation Association). The program can also
be used as a Business Accreditation (green tick)
within the industry.  Like NEAP, the Eco
Certification program grants accreditation for

three years at one of the following three levels:
Nature Tourism, Ecotourism or Advanced
Ecotourism. Some of the criteria have been
expanded and clarified in the new program. A
section on Business Management and Operational
Planning and Business Ethics has been included
in this latest edition. It ensures that the Eco
Certification program addresses business
sustainability, environmental sustainability and

cultural sustainability, making it a true ‘triple
bottom line’ certification program. Before you
book a tour, ask the tour operator if they 
are eco certified. 

Kuranda Visitor Information Centre
Centenary Park, Kuranda
Open 7 days a week from 10am to 4pm.
Ph: (07) 4093 9311 www.kuranda.org

If you would like more information or a copy
of the program, go to the Ecotourism website
www.ecotourism.org.au or contact the
Ecotourism Australia National Office on (07)
3229 5550 or email info@ecotourism.org.au.

Daintree Discovery Centre
Tulip Oak Road, Daintree
Open 7 days a week (except Christmas Day)
8.30am to 5.30pm
Ph: (07) 4098 9171 www.daintree-rec.com.au

BELOW: Visitors can map their way around
the Discovery Centre.

Eco Certification program

Gateway to
Discovery
The new Gateway Discovery Centre offers a

local perspective about the reef, rainforest and
outback. Discover the people, places and

natural escapes that have made this area a world-
renowned destination. The Centre has cutting edge
design and technology including a  showcase of
audio-visuals, maps and touch screen computers. 

Visitors can browse the many displays at their leisure
and once they’ve made a decision on an activity,
friendly staff are available to help finalise any details.
The Gateway Discovery Centre is Cairns’ only ‘yellow i’
accredited visitor information centre and visitors are
guaranteed accurate and unbiased advice. 

ABOVE: Visitors will experience a warm
welcome to the Tropical North at the Gateway
Discovery Centre.

ABOVE: Triumphant walkers at the Speewah
campground, Barron Gorge.
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by Truus Biddlecomb

The Tourism Volunteers Conference
for the Townsville region was hosted
by the Mission Beach Visitor

Information Centre in 2004.

An initiative of Townsville Enterprise,
the conference brings together visitor
centre volunteers from Charters Towers,
the Burdekin, Townsville, Ingham, Tully,
Innisfail and Mission Beach. The 130
participants were provided with
accommodation at Castaways on the
Beach Resort and the Comfort Resort,
Mission Beach, where the conference
took place.  

Dr Jamie Seymour of JCU gave an engaging talk
about stingers, which was certainly an eye opener
for many of the attendees. The information
provided certainly will assist the volunteers in
providing correct information to the visitors.

A World Heritage talk was given by Doon McColl
from the Wet Tropics Management Authority and
a variety of posters and Wet Tropics information
was distributed to participants.

Beth Morris of Core Connections provided the
volunteers with some helpful hints on how to deal
with difficult customers and Cameron Allanson, a
ranger with the Queensland Parks and Wildlife

Service in Mission Beach, talked about the
cassowary population in Mission Beach.

In the early evening delegates travelled to Mena
Creek for dinner under the stars supplied by
Paronella Park while Tom Malouni entertained the
group with some bush poetry. After dinner the
lights where switched on in the gardens of the park
which provided a spectacular show. 

The conference was a great success and to get such
a large group of tourism volunteers all together was

Visitors to the Cairns Rainforest Dome will be in
for an extra treat with interpretive material by
the Authority featured in the Dome.

World Heritage information and the popular Wet
Tropics wildlife posters can be found throughout the
park. Stickers on the wildlife posters direct visitors
to the animals they can see on display.

Chair of the Wet Tropics Board, Lt Gen. John Grey
said the interpretive signage was provided as part of
the Authority’s role in the Dome’s rainforest
education program.

“We hope the program will encourage visitors to get
out there and explore the World Heritage Area.
Elderly people and people with disabilities who may
not be able to experience the real thing will also be
able to appreciate why our tropical rainforests are so
special,” he said.

Cairns Rainforest Dome general manager Doug
Ryan said he was delighted by the Authority’s
decision to assist in developing the educational
component of the wildlife experience. 

“Our experience tells us that there’s strong demand
for educational information along with wildlife
viewing,” Mr Ryan said.

Rainforest Dome showcases
World Heritage

Mission Beach Visitor Information Centre
Porter’s Promenade Mission Beach 4852 
Open daily from 10am to 5pm. Admission is free
although a gold coin donation is appreciated.
Ph: (07) 4068 7066 or 
email visitors@znet.net.au
www.missionbeachtourism.com

a great opportunity to showcase Mission Beach.
Our thanks must go out to our sponsors and the
Missions Beach Visitor Information Centre
volunteers. Without them it would have been
impossible to organise such an event. 

Truus Biddlecomb was the conference organiser and 
is the manager of the Mission Beach Visitor
Information Centre.

Mission Beach hosts tourism volunteers

ABOVE: Over 130 volunteers met in 
Mission Beach for the annual Tourism

Volunteers Conference.

Rainforest 
Blooms

by Julie Bosanquet

Many rainforest species in the Barron Gorge
National Park respond to rain with new
growth and flowers. Species of particular

note are the blue quandongs, maple silkwoods and
hard milkwoods.

The blue quandong (Elaeocarpus angustifolius),
well known for its bright blue fruits, is easily
identifiable with a covering of small white,
fragrant flowers. These flowers are tubular,
hanging downwards, and attract flocks of
rainbow lorikeets and other nectar feeders.

In contrast are the dark red flowers of the
maple silkwood (Flindersia pimenteliana), a tree
which is found throughout the Barron Gorge
National Park.  

The hard milkwoods (Alstonia muelleriana) are
another species which is spectacular in full
flower, with its numerous bunches of white
flowers making it the most visible tree in the
rainforest canopy. Unlike many other rainforest
species monitored by Skyrail’s rangers, the hard
milkwoods flower every year, and sometimes
several times a year depending on conditions. 

TOP: Blue quandongs in flower in Barron
Gorge National Park. Photograph by Skyrail.

Skyrail Rainforest Cableway
Cnr Captain Cook Highway and
Kamerunga Road, Smithfield
Open 7 days a week (except Christmas
Day) 8.15am to 5.15pm
Ph: (07) 4038 1555 www.skyrail.com.au

Cairns Rainforest Dome 
35-41 Wharf Street Cairns
Open 7 days a week (except Christmas Day)
7.00am to 6.00pm.
Phone: (07) 4031 7250
www.cairnsrainforestdome.com.au

ABOVE: Rainforest Dome ranger Melissa Daines
with 'Snappy' at the Wet Tropics Snakes sign.
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Crocodiles are the world’s largest reptiles
and have inhabited the earth in one form
or another for more than 200 million years.

Over time they have witnessed the rise and fall of
the dinosaurs, the evolution of birds and
mammals and the extinction of innumerable less-
successful species. Many extinct crocodilians
share the same features as the present day species
such as long jaws and tail, protective armour and
a streamlined body. 

Through their physical and biological adaptation
to a changing environment, crocodiles have
exploited the advantage of a semi-aquatic lifestyle,
living in water but able to utilise the land. A
turning point for their success was the ability to lay
reptilian eggs. Unlike amphibian eggs that are
dependent on water, reptilian eggshells control
water loss and have a food supply (the yolk) that
can provide enough nutrition for the embryo to by-
pass the tadpole stage. By fertilising the eggs inside
the female, the male does not have to be present
at the exact time of egg laying, another advantage
in the survival game.

Australia’s crocodiles 
There are about 23 living species of crocodiles
recognised throughout the world. Australia is home
to two types: the freshwater crocodile (Crocodylus
johnstoni), and the estuarine or saltwater crocodile
(Crocodylus porosus).  Both live in northern
Australia, mainly across the top of Queensland,
Northern Territory and Western Australia.

While the two species have similar ragged, dark
mottling, freshwater crocs are usually grey or olive-
brown while estuarine crocs can be anywhere from
grey, olive-brown to black. Colouring is determined
by the age of crocs and their habitat. Younger
crocodiles tend to be lighter in colour, but if they
live in a muddy environment, their colouring will be
darker to match their surroundings.

Size is the most obvious difference between
freshwater and estuarine crocodiles. Freshwater
crocodiles will grow to a maximum of 2.5m while
the estuarine can reach up to 7m. They can also
be distinguished by their snouts. A freshwater
crocodile has a narrow snout, needle-like teeth
and row of four large scales on the neck
immediately behind its head, while the estuarine
crocodile has a broad snout, thick teeth and no
row of large scales on its neck. 

ABOVE: Estuarine and freshwater crocodiles
can be distinguished by their snouts. Estuarine
crocodiles have a broad snout and thick teeth
while freshwater crocodiles have a narrow
snout and needle-like teeth.

Habitat
Freshwater crocodiles are found only in Australia
and live in inland freshwater rivers, billabongs and
swamps.  In Queensland, they are found mainly in
the north, in the rivers of Cape York Peninsula and
the Gulf of Carpentaria.

Estuarine crocodiles are found throughout south-
east Asia from India all the way across northern
Australia and into the islands of the south Pacific.
They live across northern Australia in fresh and
saltwater habitats. In Queensland, they live mainly
in coastal waters between Rockhampton and Cape
York and throughout the Gulf of Carpentaria.

Although it mainly inhabits the tidal reaches of
rivers, the estuarine crocodile is also common in
freshwater lagoons, swamps and beaches.  They
have even been seen in waterways hundreds of
kilometres from the sea and on Great Barrier Reef
islands. Freshwater crocodiles have also been
encountered in salt water environments.

The ability to live in both salt and fresh water is
made possible by salt glands  located on the tongue.
These glands secrete excess salt when the crocodiles
are in a very salty environment, allowing them to
tolerate different degrees of salinity. Freshwater
species can live in relatively saline water and
estuarine species in fresh water. However, extreme
and sudden changes in salinity can kill both species.

Threats to survival
The survival rate of crocodile eggs and hatchlings is
not high - less than 1% of the eggs reach adulthood.
Floods destroy many crocodile nests and eggs are
eaten by pigs and goannas. It’s not easy once they’ve
hatched either. Young crocodiles are eaten by a
variety of other animals, from birds to sharks - even
other crocodiles.

Public perception of crocodiles is also a threat to their
survival. Crocodiles may be seen as a threat and a
menace to human habitation, but these animals play
an important role in the aquatic ecosystem.
Community education and awareness campaigns by
the Queensland Parks and Wildlife Serve (QPWS)
hope to promote their long-term conservation.

While crocodiles are still killed in other countries
for their skins, it is illegal in Queensland to interfere
with crocodiles or their eggs, and to possess parts of
crocodiles without a licence from the QPWS.

A U S T R A L I A ’ S  T R O P I C A L  R A I N F O R E S T S  W O R L D  H E R I T A G E

Croc Safety
• Never swim where crocodiles live.

• When fishing, stand at least a few metres back
from the water’s edge – never stand on logs or
branches overhanging deep pools.

• Never clean fish or discard fish scraps near the
water’s edge or at boat ramps.

• Never dangle your arms or legs over the side of
a boat.  If you fall out of a boat, get out of the
water as quickly as possible.

• Stay well back from any crocodile or mud-slide
mark. Crocodiles sometimes approach people
and boats.

• Never provoke or interfere with crocodiles,
even small ones.

• Never feed a crocodile.

• Camp at least 2m above the high water mark
and at least 50m from the water’s edge. Avoid
places where native animals and domestic 
stock drink.

• Never leave food scraps at your
campsite.

• Never prepare food, wash dishes
or carry out other activities near
the water’s edge or sloping
creek banks.

Estuarine

Freshwater

CrocodilesCrocodiles
by Deanna Belbin
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Cardwell’s crocodile skull 
by David Flett QPWS

A twist of fate and a lot of luck saw a crocodile skull
donated to a visitor centre reunited with its owner
after nearly 20 years.

“In the dry season of 1944, I caught the Tarcoola from
Townsville along with my mates from the18th Battery
2/9 Regiment and sailed for Thursday Island. We’d just
come back from the middle east and a group of
labourers and a company of engineers was needed to
do some work in the Cape. After a job at TI, we were
transported by landing craft and lugger to Cowl Creek,
just a few miles south of the tip of Cape York. On a
rest day, I grabbed a rifle and some ammo, and walked
silently up a creek looking for crocs. I saw one with its
mouth open on a bank. I could even see its red gums. I
shot it under the armpit…..”

This was how a visitor to the Rainforest and Reef
Information Centre began his story of how he shot a
3.5m crocodile almost 60 years ago. En-route from
Brisbane last year, he then said, “I’ve come to see
him.” He had donated the skull of his catch to the
QPWS Rainforest and Reef Information Centre
when it opened in 1986.

By now, the skull and I had our own story to tell.
Shortly before I started work with the Cardwell
QPWS in 1993, the Rainforest and Reef
Information Centre nearly burned down and all
interpretive materials were lost.

Amongst the debris I came across a blackened
crocodile skull. What a treasure, after the heart-
break of losing so much. After what seemed like an
eternity of backbreaking scrubbing, and bleaching to
bring the skull to its former glory I had salvaged an
important crocodile education tool. 

A couple of years after the fire I came across a copy of
a croc photo but had no idea of its significance.  Five
years later a volunteer in my program in Cardwell
asked if we still had his Dad’s crocodile skull in the
office. I showed him the skull and he confirmed it was
his Dad’s. Amazingly he then produced the original
photo of the day the crocodile was shot – 60 years ago.

Above:  This photo confirmed the origin of a
crocodile skull which now resides at the
Rainforest and Reef Centre in Cardwell.

Crocodile management
For the QPWS Crocodile Management Unit,
crocodiles are a way of life in far north Queensland.
Keeping the balance between protecting crocodiles
and protecting people from crocodiles is one of their
many challenges. 

Team leader of the Crocodile Management Unit, 
Dr Mark Read, has an extensive career in crocodile
research and has travelled Australia and abroad
studying crocodiles in the field.

Now croc spotting has gone high-tech. A
sponsorship agreement with Steve Irwin and his
‘Australia Zoo’ in Brisbane, has enabled the team to
track the movements of 11 crocodiles in the far
north by attaching radio transmitters to their backs.
Mark said the results have been fantastic.

“We never knew how much crocodiles moved around,
how much space they required and how they interacted
with other crocs. This technique allows us to simply
locate each crocodile using radio tracking equipment
and then map their movements on the computer.  

“We’ve had some surprising results, for example
females don’t move around as much as the males
and one small male crocodile travelled over three
kilometres in one night,” he added.

The data will help the team understand crocodile
behaviour to better manage crocodiles in urban areas,
decreasing the risk of crocodile interaction with humans.

The QPWS keep a series of traps in the IMAC zone
(Intensive Management Area for Crocodiles) that
stretches from Cairns to Wonga Beach south of the
Daintree River. The traps are used to capture
potentially dangerous crocodiles and relocate them
away from people or to commercial crocodile farms
and zoos. Two types of traps are used – a water based
floating trap the croc swims into, and a gate trap,
usually deployed on a river bank with the front of the
trap at the water’s edge. Bait depends on location and
is usually chicken or feral pigs. 

BELOW: A crocodile caught in a floating trap.

Acknowledgements: Dr Mark Read, Andrew Hedges
QPWS Crocodile Management Unit, Cairns.

For more information on crocodiles:
Crocodiles of Australia, Graham Webb (1989),
Croc News, QPWS Crocodile Management Unit
(07) 4035 4625 or visit the Environmental
Protection Agency’s website at
www.epa.qld.gov.au.
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ABOVE: Radio transmitters have allowed
rangers to track movement patterns of
crocodiles in the area.

CROC
FACTS

Freshwater
Species: Crocodylus johnstoni

Status: protected

Weight: males 50kg max.
females 30kg

Length: males 2.5m max.
females 2m

Diet: insects, fish, frogs, lizards,
turtles, bats and birds

Habitat: rivers of Cape York Peninsula
and the Gulf of Carpentaria

Breeding season: July and August

Clutch: 8 to 20, avg. clutch 12 eggs

Incubation: 65-90 days

Estuarine
Species: Crocodylus porosus

Status: protected

Weight: can weigh up to 1000kg,
however most males are smaller,

weighing 200-400kg

Length: males up to 7m
(usually around 4m to 5m)

females 4m

Diet: opportunist feeders and will 
eat fish, waterbirds and mammals

Habitat: fresh and salt coastal waters
across northern Australia between

Rockhampton and Broome

Breeding season: September to
November

Clutch: 40 to 70, avg. clutch 53 eggs

Incubation: 65-90 days

Hatchlings: squeak to attract the mother
she protects them for 4-5 weeks

• To capture prey, both species wait in
ambush at the water’s edge and then
lunge or snap sideways at animals that
come to feed or drink. Another method is
dragging prey underwater, then twisting
it in a ‘death-roll’ until it dies or
disintegrates.

• Sex is determined by temperature of the
nest. Low and high temperatures produce
mainly females. Mean temperatures of 31-
33°C produce mainly males.

• Courtship involves snout-lifting, circling,
vocalising and sub-audible vibrations that
make the water along their sides bubble.

• The life-span of crocodiles is about as long
as humans.
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Wet Tropics on show
Representatives from Australia’s 15 World

Heritage sites met in Cairns in May 2004 for
the bi-annual Australian World Heritage

Managers’ Conference.

Over 70 delegates converged on the Wet Tropics
World Heritage Area to discuss issues such as the
Australian Government’s new National Heritage
legislation, indigenous involvement in cooperative
World Heritage management, private sector
partnerships, and resources and funding for World
Heritage Areas.

Wet Tropics Management Authority Executive
Director Russell Watkinson said the workshop was a
great opportunity to share experiences and learn about
challenges that face other World Heritage property
managers throughout Australia.

“We discussed a range of important management
issues, such as sustainable tourism, that are common
at the national scale, as well as challenges unique to
each property. 

“The Wet Tropics is one of the most complex World
Heritage properties in Australia, and there are
lessons here that we can share with other World
Heritage managers. We also have much to learn
from the management of Australia’s other World
Heritage sites,” he said.

Conferences are held every two years and are funded
by the Australian Government Department of the
Environment and Heritage.

BELOW: Purnululu is the most recent area in
Australia to be included on the World Heritage
list. It achieved World Heritage status in 2003
and is famous for the 45,000 hectare Bungle
Bungle Range.

1 Heard and McDonald Islands
2 Macquarie Island
3 Tasmanian Wilderness 

4a Australian Fossil Mammal sites
(Naracoorte)

4b Australian Fossil Mammal sites
(Riversleigh)

5 Lord Howe Island Group
6 Central Eastern Rainforest Reserves 

of Australia
7 Willandra Lakes Region
8 Shark Bay
9 Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park

10 Kakadu National Park
11 Fraser Island
12 Wet Tropics of Queensland
13 Great Barrier Reef
14 The Greater Blue Mountains Area
15 Purnululu National Park

Source: Department of Environment and Heritage

For more information on World Heritage go to
the Department of Environment and Heritage
website at www.deh.gov.au/heritage/
worldheritage/index.html 
or the UNESCO website at http://whc.unesco.org

RIGHT: Traditional Owners at the Australian 
World Heritage Managers’ Conference.

Traditional Owners meet
Traditional Owners of Australia’s cooperatively
managed World Heritage properties met prior to the
Australian World Heritage Managers workshop to
lend their advice and support to Rainforest
Aboriginal people.

Indigenous representatives from Purnululu in
Western Australia, Uluru in the Northern Territory,
and Willandra Lakes in New South Wales met 
with the Rainforest Aboriginal representatives on
Kuku Nyungkul (Yalanji) country at Helenvale on
the northern tip of the Wet Tropics World 
Heritage Area.

A series of recommendations developed by the
participants were then tabled at the Australian
World Heritage Managers’ Conference in Cairns. A
key outcome was the revitalisation of the Indigenous
World Heritage Managers Network. 

Australia’s 
World Heritage Sites

Book Reviews
Nana’s Land 
$18.95 www.magabala.com

Nana’s Land is a vividly
illustrated full colour
children’s book that
teaches the importance of
respecting Elders and
combines an exciting
adventure through the
Atherton Tablelands with
a coming-of-age story. By Jirrbal and Yidinji author
artist Delphine Sarago-Kendrik and published by
Magabala Books.

Rainforest fruit hunters 
It’s easy to be overwhelmed by the sheer diversity of
life in tropical rainforest. From massive forest giants
to delicate mosses, over 2,800 different plant species
twist and climb from the forest floor to the canopy. 

Trying to identify plants growing 20 metres
overhead is literally a pain in the neck. Often the
only clues are brightly coloured fruit scattered on
the ground. Fortunately, author Wendy Cooper and
her husband, renowned wildlife illustrator Bill
Cooper, have come to the rescue with their new
book “Fruits of the Australian Tropical Rainforest”. 

This labour of botanical love has taken the Coopers
17 years to complete. Its 632 pages describe 2,436
tropical rainforest plants found between
Rockhampton and the Torres Strait. (Missing are
the orchids, a specialist group described in other

books.) It includes over 1,200 life-size fruit
illustrations, ranging from tiny vermillion pinheads
of colour to vivid blue fruits the size of duck eggs. 

The new book is almost double the size and complexity
of the Coopers’ first publication “Fruits of the Rainforest”
which became a cult book among rainforest scientists
and novice naturalists in the 1990s.

“Fruits of the Australian
Tropical Rainforest” is
available directly 
from the publishers: 

Nokomis Publications
PO Box 319, Clifton Hill, 
Victoria 3068
Ph: (03) 9486 1756  
Fax: (03) 9482 3573
Email: nglavish@nokomis.com.au
Website: www.nokomis.com.au
Price: $235 plus postage 
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Pulp Fiction
Aformer banana farmer from Tully is set to

revolutionise the paper industry. Tom
Johnston is making environmentally

friendly paper from banana trees. 

The by-product from an industry under pressure from
overseas imports sounds almost too good to be true.

Tom says his product is fire and water-resistant and
grease-proof. It is 300 times stronger than normal
paper, totally biodegradable and uses no water or
chemicals in the production process.

“If there’s another paper product out there with all
these attributes I’d like to see it,” he said.

“Very little energy is used and it is a totally
renewable resource. Once the paper has been used
you can feed it to the cattle which then pass it on to
the dung beetles which then convert it to top soil.”

Tom’s invention of a mechanical harvester that
removes banana bunches without damaging the
plant’s stem led him to Ramy Azer, an Egyptian
scientist working at the University of Adelaide.

Ramy had already been making paper from 
banana plants with a method similar to that
practiced by the ancient Egyptians with pith from
the papyrus reed. 

“Adelaide University has approved the prototype so
the next stage is to start production,” Tom said.

With backing from investors, Tom hopes to start 
a factory in Tully and enter into the business 
card market. 

“At the moment our business operates as a
boutique with products such as bags, gift cards,
candles and lanterns. We’d like to break into the
commercial industry and start full-scale
production,” Tom said. 

For more information visit the website at
www.transformaustralia.com.au.

Meet Hilton Noble. Hilton is a Community
Liaison Officer for the Aboriginal Resource
Management Unit at the Wet Tropics

Management Authority.

Hilton’s role is to be the first point of contact
between Rainforest Aboriginal people at the
northern end of the Wet Tropics World
Heritage Area and the Authority. He
organises meetings with Traditional
Owners to keep them informed and
updated on current government
issues, and discusses their aspirations
for management of traditional areas. 

Hilton’s region stretches from the
Barron River to Cooktown. He liaises
with Kuku Yalanji, Djabugay, Yirrigandji
and Kuku Muluridji tribal groups.

The Authority has three Community
Liaison Officers for the southern, central
and northern areas of the Wet Tropics. Cavel
Cora is the central region officer and Darren
Butler is the liaison officer for the southern region. 

These liaison officers service some 20,000
Aboriginal Rainforest people throughout the World
Heritage Area.

“We have an important role within the Authority
to build good, working relationships with the
tourism industry, researchers and Aboriginal
Rainforest groups, to work in good faith with all
stakeholders,” Hilton said.

“Aboriginal Rainforest groups want to be
recognised as Traditional Owners and be

involved in decision making processes.
This will be achieved through the
Wet Tropics Regional Agreement
with Aboriginal Rainforest groups.

“It’s been pretty tough, there’s
been a high turnover of
community liaison officers due to
the short-term contract
employment situation. Because

there’s no job security, a lot of
people tend to move on. We then

have to rebuild relationships to get that
trust back again. We’re hoping that the

Agreement will encourage the government to
make these community liaison roles more
permanent positions,” he said.

Hilton has worked on and off on a contract basis
with the Authority for almost six years. 

Meet one of our staff

RIGHT: Hand bags made
from banana fibre.

A new species of leaf-tailed gecko has been found
in Patterson’s Gorge near the southern end of the
Wet Tropics World Heritage Area.

The gecko was discovered by University of
Queensland PhD student, Conrad Hoskin and has
been named the Gulbaru gecko (Phyllurus gulbaru).
The gecko was described by Conrad as prickly and
large, measuring about 13cm long. 

It differs from its leaf-tailed counterparts by possessing
a cylindrical tail. Only two small populations of
Gulbaru gecko are known to exist, both in rocky
rainforest areas surrounded by open eucalypt forests.
The gecko has been officially nominated for listing as
‘endangered’ and Conrad has approached the
Queensland Government to protect the habitat where
the gecko was found. 

New gecko found

There is little argument that the Daintree rainforest
is special. It contains remnants of prehistoric life-
forms and is one of the most biodiverse forests on
earth.

Protecting what little remains is a challenge the
Queensland and Australian Governments have
clearly laid at the feet of the Australian Rainforest
Foundation – an organisation established by the
Wet Tropics Management Authority with the
endorsement of the Queensland and Australian
Governments.

The plan to provide for a sustainable population in
the Daintree and protect the remaining rainforest
from development was based on the Daintree
Futures Study. In essence, the study called for a
reduction in development potential by using
planning controls and land acquisition. Land
acquisition and covenanting, or otherwise reducing
the effect of the 1980s disastrous land subdivision
of the Daintree, is now underway.

Ordinary Australians can help the Foundation buy
Daintree rainforest by sponsoring through their
web site 100 square metre grids of land the ARF is
trying to buy.

Visit the ARF website at www.arf.net.au
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There are dedicated wildlife carers throughout
northern Queensland. Before you phone the
numbers below, get a precise location of the
animal. If you are in a remote area and have
some wildlife handling experience, you may
decide to pick up the animal and take it to the
nearest wildlife carer.
Approach injured and distressed animals with
caution. Normally shy wallabies have a nasty
kick and bite if they are in pain. Often the best
thing to do is approach animals from behind
and throw a towel over them. If the animal is
cold and wet, the towel will soak up some
moisture and trap their body heat. Many wildlife
carers keep an emergency towel, pillowcase and
cardboard box in their cars for this purpose. Keep
the animal in a darkened, quiet environment
(not the boot of the car) and keep children and
family pets away from the animal.

PHONE CONTACTS FOR WILDLIFE CARERS

HELP FOR INJURED WILDLIFE 
A PHONE CALL AWAY

• TOWNSVILLE
Mobile: 0414 717374

• CAIRNS
(07) 4053 4467 
Mobile: 0409 517 101

• TABLELANDS
(07) 4092 2359

• DAINTREE COAST
(07) 4098 9079
Mobile: 0428 736 029

• JULATTEN
(07) 4094 1177

• COOKTOWN
(07) 4069 6229

Catbird

ABOVE: Wet Tropics wildlife is one of Robert’s passions. 
A cassowary and chicks and a Boyd’s forest dragon are shown here.Robert at home in his studio.

As a young boy growing up in
South Australia, Robert
Marshall always had a yearning

for tropical rainforests.

“I was fascinated by the rainforest and
the animals in it. I had a book on the
Amazon and I used to copy drawings
out of it,” Robert said.

Robert’s dreams have come true and
after working as a commercial artist in
Adelaide for 23 years, he now lives in
Cairns. Robert works in acrylics and
oils and each portrait can take as
much as two weeks to a month to
complete. His portfolio has grown to
include an array of Wet Tropics
wildlife including cassowaries, native
fish, reptiles and birds. 

“I decided to settle in Cairns
because of my love for the
diversity of the rainforest and
wildlife here, that is so easily
within reach.”
“I have an eye for detail and really
research the subject before I start a
painting. I’ll take a number of different
photographs from different angles so I
can be as accurate as possible, capturing
the animal in a life-like portrait,” he said.

Robert’s prints can be viewed and
purchased at the Port Douglas Gallery
of Fine Art and Cairns Tropical Zoo or
he can be contacted on (07) 4045 0984.

Litter has a negative
impact on our World

Heritage Area. Not
only is it unsightly,
but litter can be

fatal to animals
scavenging for a tasty

smelling morsal. Bits of
food packaging eaten by the animals can
damage their digestive systems.

Litter can also harm the region’s tourism
economy. Would you visit a rainforest
strewn with rubbish? Let’s keep it clean and
green for everyone to enjoy.

Leave No Trace Australia Program
If you’re exploring the great outdoors there
are a few guidelines to follow to minimise
your impact on the environment.

The ‘Leave No Trace Australia’ campaign
promotes and inspires responsible
outdoor recreation. It encourages all
outdoor enthusiasts to do their part to
maintain public lands for the benefit of
fragile ecosystems for future generations.

Leave no trace has seven principles:
• Plan ahead and prepare. Gather local

information, know the skills and gear that
are needed for your chosen activity, learn
about first aid.

• Travel and camp on durable surfaces.
Stay on designated tracks and camp on
established campsites. Good campsites
are found, not made.

• Dispose of waste properly. Pack it in and
pack it out, avoid polluting water sources.

• Leave what you find. Pass the gift of
discovery on to those that follow.

• Minimise campfire impacts. Check local
regulations and conditions.

• Respect wildlife. Observe from a distance,
never feed animals, store food and
rubbish securely.

• Be considerate of your hosts and other
visitors. Respect Cultural Owners and
their Country. Respect other visitors and
the quality of their experience.

Keep it clean and green


